
Ramblers’ Association 

Bristol Ramblers – Annual General Meeting 
 

December 2nd 2008 

United Reform Church, Redland Park, Bristol 7.30 p.m. 
 

Committee members present: Jane Wood, Nigel Andrews, Tony Carter,  

Peter Gould, Roy Mathias, John Wrigley, David Pingstone, Maddie Pingstone, 

Chris Sanders, Tony Parsons, Neil Burlton 

 

A list of Bristol RA members present is filed with the minutes.   

See attachment 1 
 

1. Chairman’s welcome – introduction 
 

Jane welcomed members to the AGM. 
 

2. Apologies for absence 
 

Apologies were received from: 
 

Louise Andrews, Anna Kulisa, Annie Ross, Sarah Cleeve, Alan Burton,  

Chris Butcher, Jean Waller, Jean Oliver 

 

3. Minutes of the previous AGM 
 

The minutes of the previous AGM were accepted by the meeting. 

Proposed by Chris Sanders, seconded by John Wrigley. 
 

4. Matters arising 
 

There were no matters arising. 
 

5. Chair’s report 

 

A copy of the Chair’s report is filed with the minutes. 

See attachment 2. 

 

Jane said that it had been a very active year for the group.  Some people 

had put in a lot of effort to keep up the large option of walks available.  

She made a plea for people to become new committee members or walk 

leaders. 

 

The Chairman’s Report was accepted by the meeting. 

Proposed by Maureen Johnson, seconded by Chris Sanders. 

 



Also attached are the footpath officers report (Attachment 3) and the 

webmasters report (Attachment 4). 

 

6. Treasurer’s report 
 

Copies of the accounts for the year ended 30th September 2008 were 

circulated at the meeting and a copy is filed with the minutes. 

See attachment 5. 
 

Tony Carter reminded members that there are two accounts, the 

administration fund (day to day running of the group) and the project 

fund.  

 

Admin Fund  

The main income for the admin fund was the area donation of £1,861.62. 

Hopefully there will be a bigger donation next year as the association 

moves to a budget based system.   As in 2006 and 2007 some of the 

costs of the programme and The Boot were funded from the projects’ 

account.  
 

He said the main expenditure was the cost of production and distribution 

the program and the Boot (about £2000).  He said the committee was 

considering ways of reducing this cost.  The cost of the website had 

increased since last year as a support contract has been set up, at a cost 

of £200 pa.  There had been a donation of £75 to the Longtown mountain 

rescue team as agreed at the previous AGM. 

 

Project Fund 

There had been some income to the project fund from the sale of the 

Bristol Backs book.  This was mainly through the efforts of Maureen 

Johnson who had said there were now not many copies left.  If anyone 

has any available for sale please let Maureen know. 

Tony said that there had been a transfer of £2,500 from the project 

fund to the central RA funds for the project improving Coastal Access.  

A total of £3,500 is earmarked for waymarking and producing guides for 

the Bristol Triangle Walk and the South Bristol Circular Walk.  He 

estimated that by 2012 there would be very little left in the project 

fund. 

 

Chris Holloway queried if the transfer of £2,500 to central should have 

been agreed at the AGM rather than by the committee alone.  He pointed 

out that the donation to Longtown Mountain Rescue team was agreed at 

the AGM.   Nigel pointed out that the committee was elected to act on 

behalf of the members.  He also pointed out that there had been a ruling 



from Central RA that groups should not have large stocks of surplus cash.  

Hence if we had not made the donation central would probably have 

commandeered the money.  John Wrigley said that there was a 

difference in that the transfer to central was within RA whereas the 

Mountain Rescue donation was to a charity outside the RA.   Peter Gould 

said that we as a group do not have our own money: it is all part of the 

central RA fund. 

Jane said that she and Tony Carter had recently had a meeting with the 

area treasurer.  They had concluded that by making the transfer our 

group is likely to receive a larger annual allocation from central funds.  

Chris Sanders pointed out that there were copies of the Bristol Triangle 

walk and the South Bristol Circular walk guides available at the meeting 

for people to take.  (Also copies can be obtained from Neil Burlton and 
Chris Sanders or from Bristol Central Library.) 

 

The Accounts were approved by the meeting. 

Proposed by John Wrigley, seconded by David Pingstone 

 

7. Election of Officers 

 

7.1  Chairman 

 

Jane said he was standing down as Chairman.  She asked if there were 

any volunteers to take on the role for the next year.  There were no 

volunteers.  Jane then said that Peter Gould had offered to take on the 

job for one year. 

Peter was accepted as the new chairman. 

Proposed by Mary Magro, seconded by Graham Hoyle. 

 

7.2  Secretary 

 

Roy Mathias said he was happy to continue as secretary.  There were no 

other nominees.  

 

Roy was accepted as the secretary  

Proposed by Peter Gould, seconded by Chris Holloway. 

 

 

7.3  Treasurer 

 

Tony Carter said he was happy to continue as secretary.  There were no 

other nominees.  

 



Tony was accepted as the treasurer  

Proposed by Chris Holloway, seconded by Jeannie Osbourne. 

 

 

7.4 Membership Secretary and Footpath Secretary 

 

Madeline Pingstone said she was happy to continue as secretary.  There 

were no other nominees.  

Peter Gould said he was happy to continue as footpath secretary.  There 

were no other nominees.  

 

Madeline was accepted as the membership secretary and Peter was 

accepted as the footpath secretary 

Proposed by Neil Burlton, seconded by David Pingstone. 

 

7.5 Other Committee members  

 

Of the other members of the committee all were happy to continue for a 

further year except for Nigel. 

 

These were: 

John Wrigley (to continue as Programme Secretary),  

Tony Parsons (to continue as Minutes Secretary and Publicity Officer), 

David Pingstone, Chris Sanders and Neil Burlton. 

 

Jane said that Stephen Draper had agreed to become a committee 

member. 

 

It was proposed that these members should serve on the committee for 

the next year. 

 

Proposed by Bridget Gregory, seconded by Karen O’Sullivan 

 

7.6 Newsletter editor – Anna Kulisa (position continues) 

 

7.7     Web officer – Chris Holloway (position continues) 

 

8. Confirmation of auditor 

 

The auditor was confirmed as Keith Jones. Tony Carter said that Keith 

Jones was happy to continue in this role.  In future the role title is to be 

known as examiner. 

Accept Keith Jones as examiner for 2008/2009: 



Proposed by Chris Holloway, seconded by David Pingstone. 

 

9. Adoption of Amended Constitution 

 

John Wrigley said that from time to time the RA updates the format for 

the group constitution.  This had happened previously in 2003 and he had 

amended the Bristol Group constitution at that time.  RA had now 

updated the format again and John has revised the constitution to 

conform.  He said the changes were very minor.  The changes had been 

shown in the Boot and on the Group website and he had received no 

comments.  

 

Adopt the Amended Constitution: 

Proposed by Chris Holloway, seconded by Sheena McBride. 

 

 

10. Donation to Longtown Mountain Rescue Team 

 

It was agreed to make a donation to the Longtown Mountain Rescue team, 

as in previous years.  As it was increased last year from £50 to £75 it 

was agreed to keep the donation the same this year.  Mary Magro asked 

if we ever see the accounts for the mountain rescue team, and whether 

this was the team most local to Bristol.  Chris Holloway said details of 

their work could be seen on their website. 

(www.longtownmrt.org.uk/home.htm).  John Wrigley said that they cover 

the Black mountains area which is where Bristol Ramblers go most often 

for their rambles.  Chris Holloway said there was a nearer team at 

Cheddar, but that this would be mainly involved with cave rescue. 

 

11. Acknowledging Work of Some Members 

 

Jane said the committee had decided to make presentations to two 

members of the group, in acknowledgement of the large contributions 

they had made over the years 

 

11.1 Graham Hoyle 

 

Nigel Andrews described some of Grahams work with the group.  This 

included 

 i) Organising weeks away, which many people had enjoyed. 

ii) Leading walks for the group. 

http://www.longtownmrt.org.uk/home.htm


iii) Most notably creating the long distance path now known as the    

Samaritans Way South West.  This had taken at least fifteen 

years and lots of Graham’s time and money was invested in it. 

 

Nigel presented Graham with an engraved tankard. 

 

Graham made a short speech thanking the group for the donation.  

 

11.2 Alan Burton  

 

Neil Burlton said that Alan was now 80 years old.  He had hoped to attend 

the meeting but was unable to due to bad health.  Alan had organised 

trips over a period of at least thirteen years.  Neil went on one of the 

first backpacking in the Lake District.  In 2002 Alan had arranged a trip 

to Brittany but he had a problem with his knees.  He asked Neil to take 

over as leader of the walks.  It was then he realised how much work Alan 

had put into organising these events. 

Alan had led many walks in the Bristol area for the group.  At least once 

he had led more walks in a year than anyone else.  Neil has a disc with 

details of walks which Alan had led: 50 all day walks and 30 half day 

walks.  Copies of the disc are available for walk leaders to use.  Alan had 

also organised leadership courses and first aid courses.  Both Neil and 

John Wrigley had subsequently run leadership courses using Alan’s notes.   

Neil had an engraved tankard which he will give to Alan.  

 

12. Correspondence 

 

There was no correspondence. 

 

13. Any other business 

 

13.1  Severnside Saunters 

 

Peter said there had been a successful set of walks carried out between 

May and September 2008 using the local trains.  It was planned to have 

more walks in 2009, including some on Sundays.  He was keen to hear 

from volunteers prepared to lead these walks. 

 

13.2 Sunday Walks 

 

Nick Wilkes said he had led six Sunday afternoon walks during the 

summer of 2008.   He was happy to lead more in 2009 but it would be 



nice for someone else to lead some.  The walks had generally been local to 

Bristol with the furthest a field being at North Nibley. 

The maximum number of people on the walks had been six (plus the 

leader).  John Wrigley pointed out that the weather had not been good 

for several of the walks.  The walks have previously been on the second 

Sunday of each month but it does not have to be so in the future. 

 

13.3 Program Coordinator and Boot Editor 

 

John Wrigley said that he had been on the committee for 8 years and 

program coordinator for 3 years.  He was planning to resign after one 

more year.  Anna Kulisa is planning to resign as editor of the Boot after 

one more year.  Both the jobs of program coordinator and Boot editor 

require basic word skills.  John and Anna were looking for volunteers to 

take over these roles next year.  They would give instructions to anyone 

doing so. 

 

14.    Closure of the Meeting 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 1: 

 



 

 



 

ATTACHMENT 2 

Bristol Group Chair’s Report -  Area AGM Feb 2009 

 

 

It’s been a very and successful year for the Bristol Ramblers Group.  We have 

lead around 271 walks, which may well be a group record.   

 

Walks this year have been very varied with everything from pleasant strolls 

within the environs of Bristol City to strenuous Welsh hill walks and visits to 

Dartmoor and Exmoor.  Numbers of people walking on Wednesdays have meant 

that the group has been able to offer two walks on most occasions and this is a 

great success.  In response to request for some shorter walks on Sundays Nick 

Wilkes has lead a number of Sunday afternoon walks and we hope these will 

continue. 

 

The active programme of breaks away has continued. A group travelled to Lucca 

in Italy, thanks to Martin Summerrell for his hard work and imagination in linking 

up with the local Italian walking group. Neil Burlton and Graham Hoyle have 

continued their valuable input with an Isle of Wight break.  

 

I should like to thank all our leaders and programme co-ordinators on behalf of 

the group for dedicating time and energy to providing such a large and high 

quality programme that has clearly been enjoyed by so many group members.  I 

hope that it’s an inspiration to anyone who might want to begin leading walks. 

Please contact a committee member if you’re interested in finding out more 

about the process. 

 

The website is becoming ever more important as a shop window for new members 

and most report that this is how they have found out about the group.  This year 

the Committee agreed to purchase a technical support package to assist Chris 

Holloway and Jeannie Osbourne in the valuable work that they do.  We still need 

group members to join the web group, in order to take photos, write up walks 

and information and generally support the development of the website.  This 

need not be a huge commitment, it can be an enjoyable one and could be done 

mostly by email. 

 

There have also been 4 great editions of the Boot edited by Anna Kulisa; this 

remains an important way of staying in touch with members and letting them 

know what is happening. 

 

We attended the festival of nature this year and distributed lots of leaflets 

and programmes.  Thanks to the volunteers who staffed the stall.  We always 



need people who are willing to attend these events on behalf of the group and 

most who do report that they have enjoyed the experience.  Contact the 

committee if you would like to help with the coming year’s events or have an idea 

for one which you think we could attend.   

We have continued to publicise our events through libraries, websites and other 

outlets thanks to the excellent efforts of Tony Parsons. 

 

This year the Bristol Triangle and the South Bristol Circular leaflets have been 

reprinted. Thanks to Neil Burlton for his detailed input in conjunction with BCC 

in updating and producing these walks which remain popular and received quite a 

lot of publicity.   Neil and a number of other members will also be involved in 

working with the Council to produce some short walks leaflets over the coming 

year, based on some of the walks from ‘Bristol Backs’. 

 

The group has sold almost all copies of Bristol Backs and it is a good time to 

thank Maureen Johnson for distributing copies of the book over a considerable 

time period.  Perhaps time for Volume 2? 

 

We would once again like to thank Taunton Leisure for their continued support 

and for holding the membership discount evenings. 

 

Karen O’Sullivan has organised a number of social events this year and this adds 

a welcome addition to our walks programme. 

 

A huge amount of behind the scenes work goes on among our Committee and in a 

good humoured and constructive way.  It has been a particularly testing time for 

our Membership Secretary Madeleine Pingstone as the RA national association 

has implemented a new and not very functional membership database.  This has 

involved hours of extra work in attempting to ensure that members get their 

newsletter and programme, as all the address labels come from head office. So 

many thanks to Madeleine for her diligence and patience in this matter. 

 

Peter Gould continues his expert input into all issues related to footpaths and 

his report is published separately.  

  

Potential new committee members are always welcome to contact current 

members if they are interested in joining, it’s vital for the group’s long term 

health and survival that members take an active part in activities and direction. 

 

We have made some progress in pursuing the wider aims of the Association and 

Susan Carter has agreed to be available for work on environmental issues as her 

time allows.  BRG has been contacted this year by a number of groups seeking 

support on environmental issues such as Snuff Mills development, parking on the 



Downs by the Zoo and the proposals for the development of Castle Park.  Anyone 

with interest in these issues is welcome to contact the committee. 

 

Jane Wood 

Chair  2007/8 

 

ATTACHMENT 3 

FOOTPATHS REPORT  

Bristol 

 

Measuring success and failure during one year in Local Government is difficult; 

try dancing a tango with a glacier. 

 

At the end of the RA Year there had been some definite progress: the 

clearance of paths whether by routine or on request was improving, the policy of 

providing harbourside paths as the sites were developed had been maintained, a 

reasonable protocol for “Gulliksen” paths had been adumbrated, charges for 

copies of the Definitive Map had been substantially reduced and waymarking for 

the Bristol Triangle Path at Badocks Wood had been announced.  Thanks to all 

the Councillors and officers who were involved.  

 

Two  issues,   paths at Hallen and Hartcliffe were still in limbo. I am mildly 

disappointed that an offer to help research Hallen paths was not taken up.  I am 

wildly infuriated that BCC has not taken more urgent action to resolve the 

“inherited” problem at Hill Farm, Dundry.  One generation of bureaucrats made a 

mistake. The next generation sits scratching its head. The local people are 

warned off their historic path. The Ward Councillor explains that the landowner 

keep a gun in his jeep. In the Wild East of Dundry, Nothing goes on happening.  

 

With the Civic Society and JLAF, the RA sought an audience with the Cabinet 

Member of BCC to discuss riverside path creations on the Severnside Link near 

Sea Mills and the Monarch’s Way at Netham.  Mark Bradshaw gave us a 

sympathetic hearing and things looked promising until Bristol won its Cycling City 

money. As a consequence, the Public Rights of Way section was stripped of staff 

and low budget pedestrian schemes seem to have been shelved. 

 

On some matters, we simply can not agree with the Council. One is path gating as 

BCC  is determined to make the worst of a legislative bad job by closing paths 

24/7 although , at worst, law abiding walkers need only be  inconvenienced for a 

few crepuscular hours. Why? Bureaucrats want to evade trouble and 

responsibility. 

 



The other major dispute with BCC concerns the enclosure of a tract of Purdown 

by its Education Empire and a subsequent attempt to divert a footpath.  This will 

have come to Inquiry in December. 

 

To round up: we accepted a proposal to modify the network at Sion Rd, refused 

to support a trifling OSS complaint about the use by cyclists of a railway 

footbridge at Rownham Mead and, at the very end of the year, submitted jointly 

to BCC and S Glos, a report on the deplorable state of paths on and around 

Filton Golf Course 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 4 

 

 

Web Report 2008 

 

On the positive side the web site continues to attract around 30 hits a day 

 

It is updated at least once each week, except when we are away 

 

We get photographs of the walks sent to us and these are put on the web site 

each week. Thanks here must go to Peter Hobbs, Geoff Harris and Chris 

Sanders and new(ish) member Tony Kerr. We get photos now and then from the 

‘B’ group, never from the Saturday, Tuesday and Thursday walkers. Send them in 

please 

 

Most of our ‘new’ members get to know about the ‘Bristol Ramblers’ via the web 

site 

 

It is a useful method of notifying members of late changes to programme and 

events and this has been done when asked 

 

 

On the negative side. We get very little input. 

 

A web meeting was organised by the Chairman, but apart from the chairman and 

secretary, only two people were willing to attend a meeting and one of those 

didn’t turn up 

 

We have tried many things to generate interest but apart from Chris Sanders 

giving some of his ‘Wish you were here’ experiences, nothing 

 



This begs the question. ‘Do we need a web site’? Or, do we need a web site with 

just the walk programme? If it is to be the latter, it will save Jeanie and me a 

lot of time and effort 

 

Here are a few of our efforts to IMPROVE the web site 

 

We were asked to put on the web an interactive page, we did. How many from 

the club used it? NONE. Just some from we two 

 

We were asked to put on a ‘walk of the month’. We did. How many have we had? 

NONE.  Just some from we two 

 

We have asked for articles for ‘Wish you were here’ How many have we had? 

Thankfully, we have had two, both from Chris Sanders. But plenty of excuses for 

not doing anything by other members including the committee! 

 

We were asked to put on the web: ‘FAQ’ but no one has given any 

 

We were asked to put on the web: ‘Why we do it’ Nothing yet 

 

We were asked to put on the web: ‘Happy Photos’ None yet 

 

We were asked to put on the web: Reports from the committee. We had one 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 5  

 

 

Treasurers Report 



 

 
 

To be added later. 



 



 

 


